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The response of a plasma to injection of a low density relativistic electron beam is investigated. It is 
shown that if r 0 > c/wp where r 0 is the beam radius and wp the plasma frequency, all plasma per
turbations are localized in the region of the electron beam itseU; all currents induced in the plasma 
tend to cancel out the magnetic field of the beam, facilitating in this way its injection into the plasma. 
U the beam injection time is T > T 0 = v- 1(r0 wp/c)2 where vis the plasma electron collision fre
quency, then magnetic field cancellation occurs at distances z < z0 = uT 0 from the front of the beam, 
u being the directed electron velocity. Hence in the case of a high-current electron beam, when the 
magnetic energy of the beam current exceeds the electron kinetic energy, easy injection is possible 
only in a dense plasma providing wp > c/r0 and T < T 0 • 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE theory of the investigation of an electron beam 
with a plasma under stationary conditions has been the 
subject of a tremendous number of papers. There have 
been numerous investigations of the critical beam and 
plasma parameters at which the system becomes un
stable, and studies of the spectra of the oscillations 
excited thereby and of the character of the relaxation 
of the two-stream instability (see the reviews[l-s] and 
the literature cited there). The establishment of the 
stationary state of an electron beam injected into a 
plasma, on the other hand, has been investigated rela
tively little. This question was dealt with in essence 
only in the paper of Hammer and Rostoker['l, in which 
the first attempt was made to solve the problem of 
beam injection into a plasma. Namely, they investigated 
the induced charges, currents, and electromagnetic 
waves produced when an electron beam is injected into 
a space occupied by a plasma. They noted a number of 
interesting effects connected with the charge and cur
rent compensation ("magnetic neutralization") of the 
beam in definite regions of the plasma (see also[5 l). 

It should be noted that the asymptotic method of 
solving the plasma, suitable at long times exceeding 
the characteristic times of the problem, has prevented 
Hammer and Rostoker[4l from investigating the role of 
radiation when the beam is injected into a plasma. In 
addition, an unfortunate choice of the coordinate system 
has so complicated the calculations, that to simplify the 
problem they had to neglect the diffusion of the mag
netic field into the plasma, allowance for which, as will 
be shown below, leads to quantitative changes in their 
results, and even to qualitative ones at large distances. 
We use a simple and natural method of solving the 
problem of perturbation of a plasma by a given elec
tron beam, and the derived general formulas are suit
able for a description of the system at any instant of 
time upon injection of an electron beam of finite length 
into a plasma. For a comparison with the results of['l, 
however, we investigated most thoroughly the asymp
totic limit of long times. 
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2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

Assume that starting with the instant t = 0 and 
during a time T an electron beam of radiu~ r 0 is in
jected into an unbounded plasma at a point z = O, 
with a velocity u parallel to the z axis. The beam 
charge density under conditions when its spreading 
can still be neglected, is written in the form 

('J ( >{TJ[z-u(t-T)]-TJ(z-ut), 
p = en'l] r,- r 

TJ(z)-TJ(z-ut), t<T, 

t>''t, 
(2.1) 

where 7J(x) = 1 at x > 0 and 7J(x) = 0 when x < 0. The 
electron beam perturbs the surrounding plasma and 
induces in it charges, currents, and electromagnetic 
fields described by the field equations 

divE= 41'1(p + p<'l), 
1 oE 4n . . , 

rotB=--+-(J+.i<'), 
c at c 

divB=O, 
1 oB 

rotE=--
c at' 

a - . 
ot_ (p + pi'J) + div (j + j<'l) = o. 

(2.2) 

Here p and j are the densities of the charge and cur
rent induced in the plasma, and pco> and jco> are the 
charge and current of the beam electrons. 

Two formulation of the problem are now possible: 
a) U we assume that jco> = p< 01u, then we have the 

obvious relations 
op<'J ap ( z ) --+divp<'Ju = ---divj = en'l](r,-r)ll ~ [TJ(t)-TJ(t-'t)]. 
at at u (2.3) 

In such a formulation of the problem, production of 
beam electrons and annihilation of plasma electrons 
take place at the point z = 0, and the total charge in the 
system is conserved. 

b) On the other hand if we assume that 
op(') op 

--+divp('lu=-+divj,= 0 at at ' 
(2.4) 

then this means that production and annihilation of the 
electrons occurs neither in the volume of the plasma 
nor on the surface of the injector; these processes are 
possible only on an infinitely remote surface. 

Finally, let us discuss briefly the employed plasma 
model. We assume that external fields exist in the 
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plasma and, being interested only in rapid processes, 
we neglect the thermal motion of the particles. To de
scribe the linear electromagnetic properties of such a 
plasma we use the following expression for the die
lectric tensor: 

[ oo." ] 8;;(oo) = 6,;8(oo) = 6H 1- w(w + iv) , (2.5) 

where wp = (47re2 N/m]J/2 is the plasma frequency and 
11 is the plasma-electron collision frequency. We 
neglect the beam-electron collisions, assuming the 
ratio VTe/u to be a small parameter (vTe is the 
thermal velocity of the plasma electrons)11 • 

Thus, the problem of injection of an electron beam 
into a plasma reduces to a solution of the field equa
tions (2.2} with specified sources p~ 01 and j 101 and 
with known plasma properties described by the die
lectric constant (2.5). We note that such an approxima
tion, which corresponds to neglecting the contribution 
of the perturbations to the dielectric constant of the 
system, is valid of the beam density is low, when 
n « N. This condition will be henceforth assumed 
satisfied. 

3. FIELDS AND CURRENTS INDUCED IN THE PLASMA 

To solve the field equations, we shall use the 
Fourier-Laplace transform method, assuming that at 
t = 0 there are no perturbations in the plasma: 

f +w+i& 

A(r t)=-- J dwe-~w~J dke,.'A(w k) 
' (2n)' -oo+i& ' ' 

A(w,k)= J dte'•' J dre-'"'A(r,t). (3 .1) 

The field-equation system (2.2) then reduces to 

{ 
2 oo• } 4niw .(ol 

k61;-k;k;---;;zB•;(w,k) E;(w,k)=-c,-1• (w,k), 
(3.2) 

where j 101 (w, k) is the Fourier transform of the beam 
current density21 

j('>(w,k) en(oo,k)uw = 2nenr,uuJ,(k.Lro) e'"'-i). (3 .3) 
(w; ku) k.L(w- ku)(w; ku) ( 

Here Jn(x) is a Bessel function, and the two denomina
tors correspond to the two aforementioned formulations 
of the problem" 

From (3.2), using (2.5}, we readily obtain the 
Fourier transform of the electric field E induced in 
the plasma by the electron beam: 

4ni w'c-'8j<'>- k(kj<'l) 
E(w,k)= (3.4) 

(I) e(k'- w'c 'e) 

1>we note that the entire analysis is valid during a time shorter than 
the free-path time of the beam electrons. Otherwise, owing to the beam 
scattering, the expression (2.1) and the entire model assumed above be
come meaningless. 

2lin writing down (4.4) we have assumed that the electron density 
of the beam is homogeneous in the region r..;; r0 • Generalization of the 
theory developed below to the case of an inhomogeneous beam n(r) 
entails no difficulty, but it leads to complications and to such cumber
some formulas, that the results are no longer clear. We note in addition 
that in real experiments, owing to the focusing action of the external 
and self-magnetic fields, the boundary of the beam is always sufficiently 
sharp. 

Using the field equations (2.2), we can easily determine 
the Fourier transforms and the other perturbed quanti
ties. 

Substitution of (3.4) into the inverse-transform of 
(3.1) solves our problem of determining the fields and 
currents induced in the plasma at any instant of time 
and at any point of space. 

We confine ourselves henceforth to an analysis of 
the asymptotic expressions, which are valid in the 
limit of long times, for the perturbed quantities. If we 
are interested here in the region near the electron 
beam, then it is necessary to take the limit as t - oo 

in such a way as to leave invariant the time t' = t - z/u. 
According to the Laplace theorem we have for the 
asymptotic expressions in this case 

limA(r,t)=-~ J ilk lim (w- ku)A(w,k)e-'•'+'"•. (3.5) 
<-+• ( 2n) ...... 

It is easily seen that in this limit the solutions of the 
field equations coincide identically for the two problems 
formulated above. 

Substituting (3.4) in (3.5) we obtain for the asymp
totic values of the induced fields and currents in the 
plasma the following expressions: 

E( E, s s· ·· g r,t)=-.- dk.L dk,l,(k.Lro)-x, 
<::n. -oo 8 

(3.6) 

· ip,r, s· s· ( w' ) X . p(r,t)+p<'>(r,t)=-- dk.L dk,l,(k.Lr,)l,(k.Lr) k'--, 8 --; 
2n c k,8 

0 --

Here Po= en, jo = PoU, Eo= 41TPoro, Bo = Eou/c, ei are 
unit vectors in a cylindrical coordinate system, and the 
quantities z' = z - ut and z 1 = z' + uT are the 
distances from the leading and trailing edges of the 
electron beam, respectively. 

The integrals (3.6) are determined by the poles of 
the integrands, which coincide with the roots of the 
dispersion relations of the longitudinal( .. = 0) and 
transverse (k2 c 2 = w2 .. ) waves in the plasma. Under 
the condition uwp/ c >> 11 these poles are located at 
the points 

(k,),,z = : { ±w.-i ; ) , 
,, ({) z (3.7) 

(k,) •.• = ±iy v k.L' + +' c 
v k 2 

(k,), = -i .L 
u k.L'+ w.'/c' 

1 
y=----=-

l'1- u'/c' 

The first two roots describe the longitudinal plasma 
oscillations and the next two the transverse waves 
(which ·in this case experience polarization screening), 
while the last root corresponds to diffuse penetration 
of the transverse field into the plasma. This last pole 
is the one disregarded in[4J. 
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As seen from (3.7), four poles lie in the lower half
plane of the complex variable kz, and one in the upper 
half-plane. When integrating with respect to kz in 
(3.6), the contour of integration at z' > 0 (or z 1 > 0) 
must be closed with an upper semicircle, and at 
z' < 0 (or z 1 < 0) with a lower semicircle. As a result 
of the integration we obtain 

p = P•'l(ro- rJta•L"'·vr J.- lj + a,LF(z')- F(zs) ]J, 
. j,w,•r, [ a, , [ 1 . , 
].=--- -.-lfoa(z)-foa(z,)]-aa -.-(f,.(z)+loa(z,)) 

u- '-Y- '-Y-

- qr,;(a)F(z')+.~T,,(z') ]- aa[-1-(f.,(z')- r,..(z,)) 
c· '-Y" 

- ll'00(u)(F(z')-F(z,))+ :: (T00 (z')- T00 (z,))]}, 

ir = j,w,'r•{-~[fu'(z')- fu'(z,)]+ a, [-1-(fu'(z')+ fu'(z,)) 
u' :ly' · · 2y-

' • 1 
+...!:.._ ll'i,(u)F'(z')+~T,,-,(z') ]+a,;[·-. (fu'(z')- fu'(z,)) 

w,' c' 2y' 

+ ~ ll'u(u) (F'(z')- F'(z,))+ ~(T,: _,(z')- r:. _,(z,f) ]}. 
Wp4 • C4 

(3.8) 

-a, [ ~(:Eu'(z')+:Eu'(z,))-'1'11 (co)+ ::' T1,-1 (z')] 

-a, [! (:Eu'(z')-:Eu'(z,))+ ::*(Tt,-i(z')-T,,-1 (z1)) ]}. 

E,=E.{- ;•.[r,,'(z')-:foz'(z,)] 
1 y • • 

+a, L'Y· (f .. '(z')+ r,.'(z,))- 'l'.,(u)F'(z')- u ;· T~. -a(z')] 

+a, [ ;y,(foz'(z')- f.,'(z,))- 'l'oo(u) (F'(z')- F'(z,)) 

- u•::· (1·,, -a(z')- r •. -a(z,))l} ' 

E.= E, { a; [:Eu"(z')- l":u"(z,)] 

[ 1 u•w • , ] +a, - ?.(l":u"(z')+ l":u"(z,) )+ ~u(u)~(z') + T T,, -a(z') 

+a, [ -{(l":u"(z')- l": 11"(z1)) 

+ 'l'u(u)(F(z')-F(z,))+ u•;,• (T::_,(z')- T.~-o(z,))]}. 

We have introduced here the notation: 

w,z · { vlzl } F(z)=cos-exp ---, 
u . 2u 

The functions F(z) and Tnm(z) are defined only for a 
negative value of the argument z. The primes in the 
functions of z in (3.8) denote differentiation with re
spect to z. The Appendix gives analytic expressions 
for the integrals (3.9) and their derivatives in different 
limiting case. 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS 
FOR THE FIELDS AND CURRENTS INDUCED IN 
THE PLASMA 

As already noted above, the problem of beam injec
tion into a flasma was investigated by Hammer and 
Rostokerr4 who, however, disregarded certain circum
stances; namely, no account was taken of the finite 
beam injection time, and in the calculation of the 
quantities induced in the plasma the diffusion of the 
transverse field into the plasma was neglected (the 
terms due to the fifth pole of (3.7)). In the analysis of 
the formulas derived by us, we shall pay special atten
tion to these circumstances. 

Formulas (3.8) make it possible to investigate 
plasma perturbations by injection of an electron beam 
under a great variety of conditions of beam and 
plasma variation. We confine ourselves here to an 
analysis of only the most interesting case of a relativ
istic beam (u Rl c) injected into a dense plasma (wp 
> c/ r 0 ) for a sufficiently long time ( rv » 1 ). As can 
be easily seen from (3.8). It is precisely in this case 
that the reaction of the plasma to the beam injection is 
strongest and is almost completely concentrated in the 
region of the beam itself. 

a) Region ahead of the beam (z' > 0). In this region 
all the plasma perturbations are purely transverse 
(nonpotential); there are no potential perturbations 
(such as charge perturbations) at all. It is important to 
note here that with increasing distance from the leading 
front of the beam, the perturbed quantities decrease 
exponentially£41 with a characteristic scale c/ywp. On 
the other hand, in the radial direction the perturbations 
have a tubular character and are localized near r Rl r 0, 

and the characteristic scale of the fall-off is equal to 
c/ wp. To illustrate the foregoing, we present expres
sions for jz, Bcp, and Ez at z' < chwp and 
r > c/wp3>: 

· j, 1/ r, . 
j, = -. r -sign(ro- r)(e-•,- e-•.), 

4 r 

E- E,c! 
' - 2n'Yw• jrr, 

where 

sign(r,-r) V ~ x,e-•., x,>1, (4.1) 

-2 c +sign(r,-r)x,ln_!_, x,<1, 
Cllpre . Xc 

Xc,a :== ~ (r- To(. 
c,u 

It follows therefore that the current induced in the 
plasma immediately in front of the beam can be of the 
order of the current j 0 in the beam, whereas the fields 

3>we note that the region ahead of the beam was not investigated 
quantitatively in [4] at all. 
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E and B are always smaller by a factor wpro/c than 
the vacuum fields Eo and B0 of the beam. 

b) Region of the beam itself ( -uT < z' < 0). In this 
region of the plasma, besides the purely transverse 
perturbations considered above, which attenuate expo
nentially from the leading and the trailing edges of the 
beam over distances on the order of c/ywp, there 
exist also potential perturbations that experience oscil
lations along the z axis, with a period 2wu/ wp, and 
attenuate over a distance on the order of u/ v from the 
leading front of the beam[41 , and also transverse per
turbations of the diffuse type with an attenuation length 
~z0 = (u/v)(w0 r 0 /c)2• It is the last two perturbations 
which were not taken into account in[4l, since it was 
assumed that they are important on~y at very large 
distances. It will be clear from the following that al
lowance for diffusion of the transverse field into the 
plasma leads to quantitative changes in the results 
of[4 l already at distances I z' I < c/ywp from the lead
ing front of the beam, and when I z' I Z z0 these results 
turn out to be qualitatively incorrect. 

The quantities jz and Bcp are continuous on the 
leading front of the beam z' = 0, whereas Ez, h, and 
Er experience discontinuities due to the diffusion of 
the transverse field into the plasma. For example, the 
field Ez in the region z' < 0, under the condition I z' I 
« c/'Ywp, is made up of the field described by (4.1) 
and of the quantity ~Ez, given by (at r > c/wp) 

E,viZ [ 1 yro 2+x, • ] (4.2) /!E,=--,- TJ(r,-r)-- -sign(r,-r)--e-, . 
w. r0 2 r 2 

It follows therefore that the field Ez changes from a 
tubular form ahead of the beam into a three-dimen
sional one immediately behind the leading front, and 
within the volume of the beam this fields tends to ac
celerate the plasma electron in a direction opposite to 
that of the beam motion. Besides the field Ez, the total 
longitudinal current jz + j0 is also three-dimensional 
behind the leading front of the beam. On the other hand 
jr, Er, and B retain the tubular structure they have 
ahead of the beam, and are concentrated in a narrow 
layer of thickness c/ wp near the surface of the beam. 

It follows from the foregoing that the diffusion of 
the transverse field into the plasma becomes strongly 
manifest (particularly for the field Ez already at small 
distances I z' I « c/ywp from the leading front of the 
beam. 

With further increase from the leading front, I z' I 
> c/ywp, up to distances I z' I ~ ujv, the most appreci
able role is assumed by the potential part of the per
turbation, which has here an oscillatory character. An 
exception is the field Bcp, which is purely transverse. 
We present here formulas for jz + j 0, Bcp, and Ez in 
the considered region of variation of z' when 
r > c/wp: 

. . . { w,.z' 1 1/ro . [( vlz'l"•) J, + 1• = Jo TJ(r,-r)cos--;;-+2 y -;-s1gn(r0 - r) 1 +~ 

w z' 1} X e-xc- cos~e-x... . 

B _ B,c -• ( 1 + vlz'lx,) .-----e • -- • 
2w. 'frr, 21Z 

E,IZ { ( . w,.z' v ) 11/ro . E, =-- TJ(r,-r) sm~-- +- y -s1gn(r0 -r) (J).r, IZ (I)• 2 · r 

[ ve-•. ( x ) (I) z' ] } X~ 1+j -sin~e-:-• •. (4.3) 

We see thus that in the entire region under considera
tion the "magnetic neutralization" is conserved[4 l, i.e., 
the field Bcp has a tubular character and is concen
trated in a layer of thickness ~ c/wp near r = r 0 • The 
"diffusion" part of the perturbations (the terms pro
portional to v in (4.3)) have a qualitatively small ef
fect in this region, but can lead to noticeable quantita
tive changes in the results of[4 l. 

At still larger distances I z' I > u/v from the lead
ing front of the beam, the character of the perturbation 
of the plasma by the beam changes qualitatively. In 
this region the potential part of the perturbations at
tenuates exponentially, and the diffusion part becomes 
decisive; the "magnetic neutralization" of the beam 
becomes weaker. Formulas (3.8) differ appreciably in 
this region from the results of[d, where the diffusion 
of the transverse field in the plasma was not taken into 
account at all. The expressions for the fields and cur
rents induced in the plasma then take the form 

t { 1 b, 
sign(r,- r) '/, 'fr,/r ' _ b,' b, 

j, + /o = j~ exp(- b')/l'lt b• 
2r/r0' + exp(- z,/4lz'l), a 

1/rolz'l { 1, b, b 
f --;,=;.- exp (- b') /2b', b,' 

(r/2r,)[r/r,' + exp(- z,/4lz' 1)], a 
(4.4) 

11 (r,- r) + s1gn(r,- r)-2 - ( ~') 
VIZ · r exp -,. I . 11/r;\1, 

E, = - E, -- ---"--'----'-
r,w.' 1, flt b 

C= 1Mz./ lz'llr/ro-11. 

Formulas (4.4) were written out for I z' I « z0 • In 
the opposite limit I z' 1 « z0 (this is possible only when 
uT >> z0 ) we have 

-~ 1/rolz'l ex (-~) b 
r f :trz0 p 4r,'lz'l ' 

J,+f· =j, r,' z, { r'z, ) 
--;.--4i?)exp:-4r,'lz'l . • c. 

a 

4r, ( rolz'l )''• ( r'z, ) 
~ -- exp ----
Jltr rz, · 4r,'lz'l ' 

b 

b 

a 

r,[r,' ( rz, )] 
-;.- -;r-+ exp - 4r,'lz'l ' c, (4.5) 

rz, { r0/r, ---+ 4r, I z' I r/r,, 
r>ro 
r<ro' 

a 

VIZ 
E,=-E,--, 

roCOp 

r, 1/rolz'l ( rz, ) b 
-;.- f ~exp - 4i,'lz'l • 

r,• '• ( rz, ) 
-;:-+ 4lz'l exp - 4ro'lz'l • c. 

z,/4lz'l, a 

In (4.4) and (4.5) we have introduced the following 
notation for the regions under consideration in ( r, z') 
space: 
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a-+ r<iii; r, lz' I I z,, b-->- r > r, lz' I I z,, 

C-+ rol' lz' I I Zo <iii; r<iii; r, I z' I I z0, 

b,-+lr- rol <iii; rol' lz'l I z.,, b,-+lr- r,l > rol' lz' I I z,. 

It is seen from (4.4) and (4.5) that the region of locali
zation of the fields and of the currents in the plasma 
weakens with increasing z'; the thickness of the local
ization layer at I z' I << z 0 is of the order of 
ro (I z' 1/zo )J./ 2 near r = ro, and at I z' I Z z0 the struc
ture of the fields and of the currents ceases to have a 
tubular character. The magnetic neutralization of the 
beam then disappears, and the magnetic field and the 
current in the plasma practically coincide with the 
field and current of the beam itself. 

The lifting of the ''magnetic and current neutraliza
tion" of the beam at distances I z' 1 Z z 0 is due entirely 
to the diffusion of the transverse field into the plasma 
which was not taken into account by Hammer and ' 
Rostoker[ 4 J. We therefore emphasize once more that 
this effec~ is significant only in sufficiently long beams, 
when uT ~ z0 • 

Finally, near the trailing edge of the beam at 
d~st~nce.s I z1l < c/ywp, there appear additio~l non
dlSSlpatlve perturbations similar to those that appeared 
ahead of the beam (see formulas (4 .1 }). Therefore to 
obt~in analytic formulas describing the plasma pertur
bations near the trailing edge of the beam, it is neces
sary to add to formulas (4.4) or (4.5) (depending on the 
beam length) expressions of the type (4.1) with reversed 
sign and with the substitution I z' 1 - z1. It follows 
therefore that the character of the perturbations in this 
region depends essentially on the beam length. At uT 
« Zo (short beam) the perturbations of the plasma have 
a tubular character, and at ur ~ z 0 (long beam) the 
perturbations near the trailing edge of the beam or 
three-dimensional, but differ greatly in magnitude from 
the perturbations far from the trailing edge, owing to 
the aforementioned transverse perturbations that pro
ceed from the trailing edge of the beam. 

c) Region behind the beam (z 1 = u + z' < 0). This 
plasma region, just as the region near the trailing edge 
of the beam, z1 ~ 0, could not be analyzed at all in[ 4 l 
since the beam was assumed to be unbounded. The ' 
magnetic field Bcp and the induced current jz (but not 
the total current jz + j 0 ) near the trailing edge of the 
beam vary in a continuous fashion, whereas Ez, Er, 
and jr experiences a discontinuity because of the dif
fusion of the transverse beam into the plasma. The 
values of the jumps are the same as on the leading 
edge of the beam, z' = 0, but are of opposite sign. 

The plasma perturbations behind the beam at dis
tances I z1l $ c!Ywp, just as directly ahead ~f its 
trailing edge, depend strongly on the beam length. In 
~he case of a s~ort beam uT << z 0 , the quantities Bcp, 
Jr. and Er behmd the beam retain the tubular struc
ture they possessed in the region of the beam itself 
whereas the total current jz becomes distributed i~
stead of concentrated in the skin layer with J. ~ -J· . < ' z 0 
m the region r ~ r 0 • The field Ez, to the contrary, 
ceases to be distributed over the volume and is con
centrated in a skin layer ~r0( I z' 1/ z 0 }J./ 2 thick near 
r = r 0 • In the case of a long beam uT ~ z 0 , the values 
of Bcp, jr, and Er are distributed in the volume behind 

the beam, just as directly ahead of the trailing edge of 
the beam, i.e., their spatial distribution is unchanged 
by passage through the trailing edge. Nor is the 
distributed character of the total current jz and of the 
field Ez changed, but jz ~ -j 0 z 0 /41 z'l decreases in 
magn.itu~e, whil~ Ez.~ E 0 vu/r 0wp increases. 

W1th mcreasmg d1stance from the trailing edge of 
the beam I z1l > cywp, up to distances I z11 :::; ujv the 
decisive role in the expressions for the current i;duced 
in the plasma, the charge, and the electric field is 
played by potential perturbations proceeding from the 
trailing edge of the beam. On the other hand, the mag
netic field in this region is determined by perturbations 
of the diffusion time. At distances 1 z 11 Z ujv the 
potential perturbations become attenuated and the 

. ' maJor role in all the quantities induced in the plasma 
is assumed by the diffusion of the transverse field into 
the plasma. If the beam is short, uT « z 0 , and the 
quantities induced in the plasma have a tubular distri
bution (with the exception of Ez, which has a uniform 
volume distribution), then such a distribution is re
tained also behind the beam (including Ez) up to 1 z11 

~ Zo. On the other hand if the beam is long, uT Z z 0 , 

then the distribution ofthe perturbed quantities be
comes three-dimensional in space in the region of the 
beam, at distances I z' I > u/v from its leading front, 
and the distribution remains the same also behind the 
beam, up to I Z1l ~ z 0 • 

To illustrate the foregoing, we note that in the case 
of ,a short beam ( uT « z 0 ) at distances u/ v < 1 z11, 
I z I < zo, the currents and fields induced in the plasma 
are determined by the difference of expressions of the 
type (4.4) for I z' I and I z1l, 4 ) from which it follows 
clearly that the perturbations have a tubular character. 
In the case of a long beam (ur > z 0 ) with ujv < 1 z11 
< zo, to determine the quantities induced in the plasma 
it is necessary to determine the difference of expres- ' 
sions of the type (4.5) and (4 .4) for 1 z' 1 and 1 z11 re
spectively. It is easily seen that in this case the field 
Bcp and the current jz practically coincide with the 
magnetic field and with the current of the beam itself 
i.e., the plasma perturbations have a volume-distrib~ted 
character. 

Finally, at very large distances from the trailing 
edge of the beam, when I z11 >> z 0 , the plasma pertur
bations encompass, regardless of the beam length the 
entire volume of the plasma, and are very small. 'This 
can be easily verified by determining the difference of 
expressions of the type (4.5) for I z' 1 and 1 z11. 

As already emphasized earlier, the theory developed 
here describes the injection of an electron beam into 
an unbounded space filled with plasma. The results can 
be used, with slight stipulations, in the case when the 
beam is injected into a semi-infinite plasma z 2: 0. In 
this case it is necessary to include in the problem the 
vacuum field equations in the region z < 0 and to make 
their solutions continuous with the solutions in the 
region z > 0. As a result, in addition to the volume-

4) Expressions for the plasma perturbations behind the beam, propa
gating from the rear boundary of the beam, are obtained from the cor
responding formulas of the type ( 4.4) and ( 4.5) by making in them the 
substitution lz'l ~ iz1 1. 
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distributed induced fields obtained above, there arise 
surface waves due to perturbation of the plasma bound
ary z = 0 by the passage of the electron beam. These 
fields are concentrated in a narrow boundary region 
I z I ;; c/ywp and do not influence the character of the 
perturbation of the plasma by the beam in the most 
interesting region I z I > chwp· At such distances, the 
picture described above remams therefore in force 
also for injection of an electron beam into a semi
infinite plasma. 

In conclusion, the authors are grateful to S. E. 
Rosinski! for numerous discussions and valuable re
marks. 

APPENDIX 

The integrals +nm encountered in (3.8) are tabu
lated in[ 6 l: 

I I, ( w:r )x. ( m:,), r < r,, 
'l'u(u) = 

I, { m:,) K, ( m:r ) , r > r,, 

m,l I,( m;r)x.(~). r<r,, 
'l',,(u)=-

u -I, ( m:•) K, ( m;r ) , r > r,; 

(A.1) 

u• 
'l',.(u) = -,- [TJ(r,- r)- r,'l'02 (u)]. 

OOp ro 

The integrals I;g6i(z) (in terms of which the functions 
r nm(z) are expressed) can be calculated in the limiting 
cases of small and large I z I : 

{ 

(u', c') I { m,r,r ) 
vlzlw,c 1 yclzl . 

~;;'(z)~ ·exp[- lzlyw, _ oo,(r+r,') ]. 
c 2yclzl 

'l'u(u,c), lzl «c/yoo., 

I (u', c') a I ( m,r,r) 
- vlzlm,c ar, 0 vlzlc . 

·exp [1- vlzlm._ m,(r+r,')] 
c 2yclzl ' 

lw .. (u,c), dzl«c/ym,. . 

~::: (z) ~ 

c 
lzl>-; yoo, 

(A.2) 

c 
tlzl~-; 

ym, 

In calculating these integrals, we took into account the 
fact that the main contribution is made by the region 
k1 « wp/c when I z I » c/ywp and k1 ~ wp/c when 
I z I « c/ywp. 

When I z I « c/rwp, formulas (A.2) are not suitable 
for differentiation with respect to z. It is more con
venient in this case to start directly from the expres
sions for I'~(z). Recognizing that the decisive quan
tity is the integration region k1 ~ wp/c, we obtain 
the following formulas: 

. a ycjr-rol ( (1) ) ~ s1gnz- K, -c• jr-r,l . 
ar, nmi'lror 

The last relations have been written out for the most 
interesting case of a dense plasma (r0 ; r) > c/wp and 
of a relativistic beam u RJ c. 

Finally, in formulas (3 .8) we encounter the inte
grals Tnm(z), which can be calculated analytically in 
the opposite limiting cases of small and large I z 1. 
Thus, for I z I « u/v we have 

T,.(z) ~ 'l',.(c), 
c• 

T,,-1 (z) ~ '1',,-1 (c) = -, ['1'11 ( oo )- 'l'11 (c)], 
Wp 

1' ( vc' )' 1 a 1 a T1,-a(z) ~ - -------'l'u(c), 
2u 2m. aw. m, am. (A.4) 

I 'VC2 a 
T1,-1(z) ~ -----'l'u(c), 

2uw, am. 
I \IC2 a 

To7-z(z) ~ -----W,.(c), 
2w,u aw. 

Concerning w11(oo) see formula (3.9). 
In the case of large I z I » u/ 11, when the main con

tribution to the integrals is made by the region k1 
« wp/ c, the following expressions are obtained for 
Tnm(z): 

I VC2 

T,,_,(z)~--2 Tu(z), 
uw, 

1 vc' 
To,-z(z) ~ - 2-T.,(z), 

Wp U 

( 'vc' )' T,,-a(z) ~ -,- T11 (z), 
Wp U 

Tu(z)~ 2vl:l e-•I, (i-), 

c' { (1_+r/r,')-'[ 1+ (~; -1)e-•], A-<1, 
T,.(z)~-- _ 

w/ro TJ(r,-r)-'/ifr,/r[1-III(s)]sign(r,-r), A>1, 

_:._(1 +r/r,•)-'(1- e-•), A« 1, 

c' 
T,, -·<~> ~ -2 I 

Wp 

Here 

r, 

2 • 
III(z) =-= J dt e-", 

'(n • 
0 

z,r 
A=--, 

jzjr, 
u ( m.r, )' Zo=- -- , 
y c 

A ( r r, ) 
Jl.=- -+-' 4 r0 r 

6 = yi IY r - -v r, ·~·. 
2 r, r 

(A.5) 

In formulas (A.4) and (A.5) it was taken into account 
that the functions Tmn(z) are defined only for z < 0. 

Formulas (A.1)-(A.5) cover all possible limiting 
cases considered in Sec. 4 in the analysis of asymptotic 
expressions for the fields and currents induced in the 
plasma. 
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